
PhotoMotoColombia Launches Motorcycle and 
Photography Tours In Medellin, Colombia 

Twisting through beautiful landscapes is an experience that is 
impossible to forget.


MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA (August 6, 2018)  PhotoMotoColombia, Colombias leading supplier 
of motorcycle tours and rentals in South America, is happy to announce their grand opening in 
Medellin, Colombia. 


What We Do - With PhotoMotoColombia, you will see and experience the beauty and the 
richness of Colombia like never before. Founded by international photographer, world traveler, 
and motorcycle enthusiast Jeff Cremer, PhotoMotoColombia is unlike any other motorcycle 
touring company in Colombia.

 

Who We Are -  Trips are led by professional travel and wildlife photographer Jeff Cremer. 
Jeffworked as a photographer in the Peruvian Amazon for six years and has been seen in 
National Geographic, Discovery Channel, Wired Magazine and the BBC. Tour the most 
beautiful and picture-worthy locations in the country and get an experience and the pictures of 
a lifetime. You will not only tour Colombia from your bike, you will focus on truly seeing, 
photographing, and experiencing it in all of its dimensions...its beauty, its culture, and its 
people. 


Motorcycles and Photography - We believe that riding a motorcycle is the best way to 
experience a foreign country. Feeling the air around you while twisting through some of the 
most amazing and beautiful landscapes in the world is an experience that is impossible to 
forget.


High powered motorcycles are expensive, heavy and hard to maneuver while local rental 
companies offer smaller motorcycles that are slow, uncomfortable and prone to breakdown. 
 

We fall in the middle offering high quality medium sized motorcycles that are affordable and 
easy to drive while also being powerful and comfortable for long trips deep into the heart of 
Colombia. We also provide high quality helmets and riding gear that will keep you safe and dry 
through all the climates that Colombia has to offer. 


Our Tours - All trips start in Medellin, Colombia, also know as the “City of Eternal Spring” 
pleasant warm weather all year round. The city is surrounded by mountains and it is very clean 
with lush trees and beautiful flowers.  


Motorcycle Trips - Motorcycle trips range from day trips to Guatape, to take in the sweeping 
views from the top of the famous El Peñol rock to week long trips to the Colombias Coffee 
Triangle where riders can journey into the spectacular Valle de Cocora to find eight species of 
hummingbirds as well as the famous wax palms — Colombia’s national tree — which regularly 
grow up to a height of 150 feet, or sometimes up to 200 feet.  


Other tours such as the 12 day Ultimate Coffee Region motorcycle tour is perfect for riders 
looking for an expedition through the adventurous Andean mountain range. This route starts in 
Medellin and takes riders through on a full loop through Colombias staggering peaks, rugged 



ridgelines, and diverse elevations bringing riders full circle arriving in Medellin again at the end 
of the trip. 


Included - All motorcycle tours unlimited mileage on lightweight dual sport motorcycles, 
Motorcycle liability reduction insurance, personal medical insurance, transfers to / from airport 
in Medellín as well as entrances to tourist attractions.
 

If you’re ready to wake up in the morning with a new adventure each day, get off the beaten 
path, and forge unforgettable stories in the hidden paradise called Colombia you’ve come to 
the right place. Remember: the only risk is wanting to stay.


Contact: Book a trip with PhotoMotoColombia by contacting Jeff Cremer at 
jscremer@gmail.com or +57 321 491 7060. 

mailto:jscremer@gmail.com

